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< Bronze pocket walls in living room
    Context diagram

Prospect Park Residence
Brooklyn, NY

Consultant, designer, detailer, and fabricator of an upscale apartment 
renovation in the high end neighborhood of Prospect Park. Scope 
includes a package of water jet cut bronze clad pocket walls, steel 
frame closet doors with resin infill, custom nickel plated medicine 
cabinet, custom teak shower seat, stainless steel ceiling lighting and 
shower fixture, and steel plated cabinet doors.
Face Design / Leyden Lewis Design Studio

>



< top: Bronze pocket wall and bronze 
           casing assembly diagram
    bottom: Pocket wall frame with bronze  
           cladding
< Mullion detail

    Bronze pocket wall section 
                 prototype

>



< Custom hinge detail fabrication and 
    assembly diagram
    top: Closet door hinge
    bottom: Assembled closet door with 
                resin infill

>
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Exploded Detail

Hinge Detail

5/8” - 1/2” I.D., 3/4” O.D. BRONZE BUSHING

1/2” I.D., 15/16” O.D. THRUST 
BEARING W/ 2 WASHER ASSEMBLY

1/4” x 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” FLAT
D&T FOR #10 WOOD SCREW

3/8” - 3/4” I.D., 1” I.D.DOM WELDED TO FACE

1/2” x 1 7/8” SOLID HINGE PIN

1/4” BUILT-UP ANGLE W/ LASER 
CUT PROFILE WELDED.

3/4” - 1” O.D., 1/2” I.D. DOM 
1/2” SOLID HINGE PIN PLUG WELDED

1/4” PLATE LASER CUT

3/4” - 1” O.D., 1/2” I.D. DOM 

1/4” x 1” NOTCH 

1/4” x 2” NOTCH 

5/8” x 1/4” RABBET

#10 WOOD SCREW (x3)

1/4” x 1/4” CONTINUOUS RABBET 

BALL CATCH MORTISED 
IN HEAD

Closet Door
Hinge Details

3/4” - 1” O.D., 3/4“ I.D. DOM 
1/4” CAPPED END

BRONZE BUSHING

11 GA. BROKEN ANGLE



< Medicine cabinet assembly detail
    Medicine cabinet prototyping and  
                installation

>



< top: Steel frame upper cabinets w/      
               marble backspash     
    bottom: Re-claimed teak shower seat
    
    Marble and bronze detail

>



< Bronze waterwall
    Bronze waterwall substructure in shop

Ralph Lauren Home Bronze Waterwall
Face Design
Starrett-Lehigh Building, Chelsea, NYC

Designer, detailer, and fabricator of the central concept piece for the 
RL Home Collection Showroom - the bronze-clad cascading water-
wall. The process for designing the waterwall included in extensive 
study of water distribution, pump placement, and water control. The 
waterwall was designed as a steel frame with galvanized steel pans 
for water and bronze panels for the waterwall. The entire frame was 
then clad in .040” bronze on site.

>



> Two-way stair with teak infill
    Stair axonometric diagram>

Ralph Lauren Home Collection Stair
Face Design
Starrett-Lehigh Building, Chelsea, NYC

Designer, detailer, and fabricator of the Palm Beach Stair.  This focal 
point stair was designed as a double riser steel frame with teak infill 
platforms and treads.  

>



< Flame-cut arm brackets
    Three-way shutters

Ralph Lauren Showrooms
Face Design
West Village/SOHO, Manhattan, NY

Designer, detailer, and fabricator of custom designed components 
for Ralph Lauren’s RRL line showrooms. All pieces were designed 
specifically for this vintage ‘American West’ inspired clothing and 
lifestyle line.

>



< left: Entry ‘elevator’
    right: Transom assembly diagram
    
    Three-way shutters>



< top: Entry ‘elevator’
    bottom: Three-way shutters

    Flame-cut shelf arms on pipe structure>



< Scupper elements in Whitney patio
    Biennial event banner

Whitney Museum of American Art Biennial 
Installation
L.A. Artist John Knight/Face Design
Upper West Side, Manhattan, NY

Poetic Urban Intervention: installed for the Whitney Biennial 2012
Brake-formed and continuously welded bronze scupper sleeve and 
solid bronze rain chain. All items were then blackened, lacquered 
and installed on site.  

>



< Scupper and rain chain installation
    top: Rain chain tension connection
    bottom: Rain chain finishing process

>



   Event photos

Starry Heavens

New York Artists Nathalie Pozzi and Eric Zimmerman
MoMA, New York City - Kill Screen ARCADE event - 27 July 2011

A social, life-sized board game using body language and movement 
between steel plates and helium-filled weather balloons. Design 
consultant and fabrication coordinator for Starry Heavens game 
pieces. All disc pieces were laser cut, polished, powder coated, and 
wrapped for delivery.

>

Photo credits: Philip Reuta, Raymond Yeung



< Box wall
    Box bar, seating, and packing material 
    menu

Pop-Up Wine Bar
Museum of Art & Design
Museum of Art & Design/Crush Wine/Stephanie Goto
Central Park South, Manhattan, NY

Designer and builder of an imaginative dining environment with 
temporary furniture and decor constructed from recycled boxes and 
wine bottle packing materials. Overlooking Central Park, the menu 
was hosted by NY’s top chefs and wine sommeliers.

>



   Itemized component layout

Display Carts
Face Design/Edelman Leather
The Decoration & Design Building, Midtown, NYC

Designer, detailer, and builder of a 14 run of custom leather 
sample carts. Carts are constructed with a laser cut base plate, hot 
rolled steel legs and modified threaded casters. Carts will work in 
coordination with a set of Parsons workstation tables.

>

Face Design + Fabrication
Brooklyn, New York
(718) 486-8288
(718) 486-0910

001
Leather 
Sample Cart

March
7, 2012

Drawn by
ALP

Edelman Leather 

Sample Cart

Leather Samples

Top Frame And Rail

1/2” X 1” Flat Legs

Plasma Cut 3/8” 
Base Plate

Edelman 
Watermark

Weld Nut

2” Dia. Casters

Solid Stock Steel
2” Diameter Casters

3/8” Steel Base with PlasmCut 
“Edelman Watermark”

1/2” Weld Nuts (36)
2” Dia. Casters (36)

1/4” x 1” Rail (18)
1/2” x 1” Legs (36)

1/2” x 1 1/2” Frame (9)
1/8” x 1” Spacers (18)

3/8” Base Plate (9)

Edelman Leather Samples

Exploded Axonometric

Components



< Assembly diagram
    top: Welded, polished, and blackened 
           Sample Cart 
    bottom: Nine cart run
   

>

Face Design + Fabrication
Brooklyn, New York
(718) 486-8288
(718) 486-0910
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< Reception desk rendering
    Aluminum watermark sign>

Leather Showroom Signage
Face Design
Stamford, CT

Designer, detailer, and fabricator of a custom aluminum sign for a 
high end leather showroom. The piece was optimized for weight 
and material usage and was fabricated to allow for use of both the 
positive and negative.



< Interchangeable assembly diagram
    Installation 

>

Component Based Apartment
Adriana Perrone Design
Brooklyn, NY

Designer, detailer, and fabricator of a collection of spatial equipment 
for a 50sq/ft apartment.  Components include an interchangeable 
media bench, hanging pendant shelving unit, medicine cabinet, 
wall-mounted dining table, kitchen counter, and shelving.  All pieces 
are designed with steel structure continuously welded and polished.  
Structure is pre-drilled and tapped to accept add-on components 
that allow all pieces to adapt to new settings and uses.  All pieces 
are designed for interchangeable infill to be chosen based on design 
preferences, budget, and use.
Prouve, Eames



< top: Medicine cabinet w/ DOM and flat 
           stock custom hinges
    top: Medicine cabinet assembly diagram
    bottom: Cantilever dining table for two
   
    1/4” Solid stock steel square shelving

>



< Steel Pendant shelving on rail 
    top: Alternate configuration on rail
    bottom: Pendant clip detail

>



< Main kitchen component
    Material detail

Custom Kitchen Renovation
Face Design
Harlem, Manhattan, NY

Designer and fabricator of a custom spatial component installation 
and renovation of 500 sq/ft kitchen. Our process included a 
comprehensive study of concrete aggregate mixtures, pre-coloring 
an post-coloring of concrete, and wood finishing techniques. The 
kitchen is a continuous steel structure with wooden casework infill 
and custom case concrete counters. The design treats this installation 
is a piece of custom spatial equipment that is specific to the site but 
can be removed and re-assembled as a piece of furniture in another 
context.

>



1” x 3” TUBE OVER 16’ SPAN

INDUSTRY FRAME

POST TENSION FLAT MECHANINCALLY FASTENED

TAB ATTACHEMENT TO GIRDER

GIRDER

SLIDING PIN CONNECTION

< Roof structure diagram
    Post-tensioned beam diagram>

Restaurant/Bar Renovation Diagram
Face Design
Lower East Side, Manhattan, NY

Design reinterpretation and diagram of a New York restaurant/
bar renovation. Diagram emphasis is placed on the post tensioning 
techniques allowing small sections to structure a polycarbonate roof 
plane over 20’ distances.  



< The Culture Square and Market
    Site model

Sandnes, Norway Urban Development
Helen & Hard/Professor Torgeir Norheim
Sandnes, Norway

The city of Sandnes, located along the South-Eastern costal edge of 
Norway, is a product of the oil age. It has grown dependent on the 
automobile and out of touch with the human scale and pedestrian 
flows. The city center circulates around the fjord and dissipates 
outward towards steeper topography. As a studio collaborative, 
Sandnes was transformed into an efficient environment that is 
permeable, harmonious, imaginative, diverse, and adaptable. Studies 
focused on connectivity throughout the city, liberation from man-
made and geographical boundaries, housing, industry, and green 
space. A collectively designed master plan was then subdivided into 
neighborhoods for individual design and further research.

>



< top: Hillside housing optimization
    bottom: Neighborhood 07 site plan
    
    Called out designed environments

^ Green Stitch

^ Culture Square

^ Green Plaza

>
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Proposed housing units combine multiple 10x20m 
units and integrate an open public service core that 
links upper and lower street entrances from within 
the building. Parking spaces within the
building and 
act as a public 
meeting spaces 
for residents and 
visitors.



>    top: Section through Theater Concourse
    bottom: Section through integrated hillside    
                  parking and housing



    View of new boathouse along the
    Charles River

C^4 Boathouse
MIT Rowing/Professor Larry Bowne
Cambridge, MA

The MIT rowing department has commissioned a new boathouse to 
house the men’s and women’s crew. The boathouse is to hold over 
30 boats, 45 ergometer machines, a practice tank, circuit training, 
as well as a reception hall to host regattas. The boathouse is to sit 
along the Cambridge side of the Charles River, west of Alvar Alto’s 
dormitory for MIT. The street experiences high traffic but should 
allow for safe access from the MIT campus to the boathouse. Due to 
a 7 ft. stone-walled drop-off from the street to the water, the design 
must accommodate ADA access to the boathouse as well as the 
dock. Boats must also be easily moved from a vehicle to the dock 
and storage rooms.

>



< Detailed construction wall section
    top: Longitudinal section
    bottom: Transverse section

>



< Scale Model: plex, laser cut chipboard,
   laser cut bass wood, wood stain, hard
   board
    Lighting concept study

>



< Kunsthaus scale model
    Dieter Roth and Arnulf Rainer, defacing

Kunsthaus Cambridge
Harvard University/Professor Larry Bowne
Cambridge, MA

Designer of a gallery commissioned by Harvard 
University which will house the works of one specific 
contemporary German artist, Dieter Roth. The gallery will 
be located down the street from the famous Fogg Museum 
of Art and across the street from the Carpenter Center for 
the Visual Arts by Le Corbusier. The work of Dieter Roth 
emphasizes the understanding that nothing can remain the 
same forever. Roth’s body of work incorporates almost 
every medium including sculpture, print, painting, jewelry, 
food in decay, chocolate, video, installation, and sketch. 

Roth believed in preservation but was strictly against 
restoration. The building is meant to reflect the notion of 
movement and change. Because Roth’s body of work is 
so varied, it ranges greatly in size. The gallery spaces in 
the art house have been designed to move and change to 
adapt to his pieces. Various smaller units can move freely 
to create vast, open volumes or smaller, more intimate 
volumes as needed. This movement not only allows for 
constantly changing exhibits, it also embodies the deeper 
themes within Dieter Roth’s work.

>



< left: Main gallery configurations
    right: Spatial blocking study

    top: Interior light study
    bottom: Building sections

>



< True divided system in place 
    Installation - with quilted pans

Tru-Divided Wall System
Face Design
Starrett-Lehigh Building, Chelsea, NYC

Component based, tru-divided, steel and glass wall system with red 
oxide removable glass stops and quilted, blackened, steel pan infill.  
Components designed for Parisian-themed Ralph Lauren Home 
Spring 2013 showroom.

>



< left: Hanger atrium
    right: Commons area

    Meeting space overlooking open office

Expedia Call Center
Dake Wells Architecture
Springfield, MO

Designed and coordinated the expansion and renovation of existing 
airport to house Expedia Operations Call Center.  Renovation was 
divided into three phases to be completed over a 3-4 year period.  
New interior spaces include a commons area, cafe, game room, call 
center, conference rooms, and various meeting spaces throughout. 

>




